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About the Book

Thomas Buergenthal, now a Judge in the International Court of Justice in, tells his astonishing experiences as a young 

boy in his memoir A Lucky Child. He arrived Auschwitzat age 10 after surviving two ghettos and a labor camp. 

Separated first from his mother and then his father, Buergenthal managed by his wits and some remarkable strokes of 

luck to survive on his own. Almost two years after his liberation, Buergenthal was miraculously reunited with his mother 

and in 1951 arrived in the country to start a new life.

Now dedicated to helping those subjected to tyranny throughout the world, Buergenthal writes his story with a simple 

clarity that highlights the stark details of unimaginable hardship. A Lucky Child is a book that demands to be read by all.

Discussion Guide

1. Thomas Buergenthal says that he tried to write his story ?as I remember living it as the child I was, not as an old man 

refl ecting on that life? (page xvii). How do you think the effort to achieve this perspective shaped the book? What effect 

might writing A Lucky Child through the eyes of an adult have had on the narrative? What thoughts, ideas, and 

emotions are added or taken away when writing about such a defi ning life experience through the eyes of a child?

2. Young Thomas was forced to leave his beloved little red car behind when the Buergenthals? hotel in Lubochna was 

occupied by Slovak allies of Nazi Germany --- a heartbreak he never forgot. Were you ever forced to give up something 

as a child that you could never forget, even if it seemed silly in the face of greater losses?

3. Thomas?s mother insisted for the rest of her life that the fortune- teller was correct in her prediction that her son was 

?ein Glückskind? --- a lucky child --- and that it was this belief that gave her hope during her time in the camps. Have 

you, or anyone you know, ever experienced a seemingly baseless faith in something, only to discover later its great 
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importance?

4. The liquidation of the ?Arbeitslager? (labor camp), when Ucek and Zarenka are taken from Thomas?s family, is a defi 

ning moment for Thomas, and one of the few horrors that is never erased from his memory. Before he is taken as well, 

Thomas declares to the commandant, ?Captain, I can work!? Just nine years old at the time, Thomas shows astounding 

courage. Do you think that in similar circumstances you would have had the fortitude that young Thomas demonstrates 

so many times? What do you think made him step forward and say this? Was it chance or something more?

5. Upon his arrival in the Auschwitz barracks, Thomas sees the Kapos beat and murder an inmate named Spiegel as 

payback for his disloyalty to one of them in Kielce. Thomas wonders whether it occurs to the Kapos that they are no 

different from Spiegel, for as he had denounced one of them to save himself in the ghetto so had they become Kapos to 

survive in the camps. He writes, ?Had they not ended up in the camps, they probably would have remained decent 

human beings. What is it in the human character that gives some individuals the moral strength not to sacrifice their 

decency and dignity, regardless of the cost to themselves, whereas others become murderously ruthless in the hope of 

ensuring their own survival?? How would you answer this question?

6. When Thomas is in the United States, he refl ects: ?I doubt that we would have been able to preserve our sanity had 

we remained consumed by hatred for the rest of our lives.? Do you think you could be as forgiving in such a situation? 

How do you think Thomas and his mother managed to let go of their anger?

7. A Lucky Child is written with a surprisingly unsentimental tone that Buergenthal attributes to the many years that 

have passed since he was a child of the camps. This lack of sentimentality is one of the facets of the story that sets it 

apart from other Holocaust memoirs. Did it unsettle you? Did you fi nd that the tone of Buergenthal?s writing made it 

easier or somehow more difficult for you to read about the horrors he experienced?

Author Bio

Thomas Buergenthal served for more than 10 years as the American judge on the International Court of Justice in 

The Hague before returning to the United States in September 2010. He is a former President of the Inter-

American Court of Human Rights and former member of the UN Human Rights Committee. Recipient of the Gruber 

Foundation International Justice Prize and member of the Ethics Commission of the International Olympic 

Committee, Buergenthal has been re-appointed professor of international law and human rights at the George 

Washington University Law School, where he had taught before his election to the ICJ. 
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